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Introduction
No longer do you have to count yourself among the 98% of online 
marketers without real results. It is now possible to earn your first 
online income within 24 hours and keep on doing it, week after 
week and month after month, for years to come.
Before I reveal how this came about I would just like to show you 
some simple screen-shots of an account that was created only 15 
days ago. The figures that you will see is rather small but I will also 
reveal in this report how you can compound and multiply it until 
you are satisfied with your daily income.

http://mattmare.ws/workshop/index.php?r=HankOnLine


Most people will tell you that you first need to have a clear goal 
before you can have any success. I was even one of those persons 
until I realized that I was never able to handle things that way. 
Since I have been an Engineer for most of my adult life, having to 
solve problems each day, it has become part of me.
For some right-handed or left-brain people it is much easier to solve 
a problem than to set imaginary goals. My biggest problem have 
always been that I worked so hard that I never took time to think 
about my Golden Years.
As a result I did not make sufficient provision for my retirement and 
would have to work until I fall over. When my health started to 
force me to look at ways in which I can make it easier on myself, I 
realized that the Internet would be a good place to look for an 
alternative.
At first it looked so easy and you hear about people making millions 
in a matter of days. But when you look into the matter a little 
deeper then one soon comes to the conclusion that it is meant for 
just a few lucky ones who made an early breakthrough.
Today the competition is very severe and it is not so easy to even 
make a single affiliate sale unless you have the funds for huge 
advertising campaigns. People would say that you should start 
small and gradually build your list of prospects.
But what if your time is running out. Some of us are not young any 
more and we don't  have years to build large lists. Soon we will not 
be able to work at our normal jobs any more. What about people 
who have already lost their jobs?

Your Simple Solution
Today it is my privilege to tell you about a solution that anyone can 
apply to earn some online income. It will not solve all your financial 
problems overnight but it is a proven way to start earning within 24 
hours. This is the simple, real solution that you have been looking 
for, that you knew should be available, if you looked hard enough.
Somewhere there must be a honest person that will allow you to 
share in his success. This mann has been found and his name is 
Frederick Mann. He made it his mission to find a solution for the 
98% of online marketers who seem to find it impossible to earn 
their first online dollar without spending loads more than they will 
ever recover.



He always knew that there should be a way in which the ordinary 
person can invest a few dollars and get more in return. Most people 
find it very hard to promote or sell anything so this solution should 
guarantee you an income even if you are unable to recruit a single 
subscriber.
At last he was able to design such a system which will give you a 
solid 2% earning each day. And no, it is not a pyramid scheme at 
all. He even went so far as to patent his system in the USA where 
we know how strict they are about ponsi or pyramid systems. His 
programs are licensed under United States Patent 6,578,010. 
His system passed with flying colours and is an indefinitely 
sustainable system to triple your money which anybody can use 
with peace of mind that their money is safe. The difference is that 
his system is a limited time investment scheme which is coupled to 
an affiliate system with some great products and training.
To illustrate how it works in just a few words is not so easy. Not 
that it is a difficult concept to understand but because it has several 
additional options that you can use to speed up the growth of your 
money. 
It basically is a system where you can buy advertising positions at a 
cost of $10 each. Each position will earn you 2% per day which is 
$0.20 income each day for a period of 75 days. Thus your purchase 
of a single $10 position will earn you 75 X 0.20 = $15 so you have 
$5 more than what you started with.
It does sound like a long time to wait to earn just $5 but wait till 
you see what is done to help you triple your money.
For each 4 positions that you buy you will receive 1 free position in 
the Synergy Surf system when your positions mature after 75 days. 
This is basically a 2X2 matrix and when it is filled with the 2+4=6 
positions then you will earn a full $60. This means that you will 
earn another $15 for each of your original 4 positions and thus in 
total you earn $30 which is triple your $10 position.

Compounding Your Income
This is by far not the end of the story. As soon as your earnings 
have reached the value of $10 you can either withdraw it or you 
can re-invest it by buying another $10 position.
If you started with 4 positions then you will now have 5 positions 
and your daily income will increase to a full dollar a day. Initially it 
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will take you 13 days to earn your first $10 but now it will take only 
10 days before you can buy another position.
You can play it safe and only re-invest every second $10 earnings 
and withdraw the rest. This means that you will still recover your 
full investment of $40 within your first month. At the end of your 
second month you will have withdrawn another $40 profit and have 
2 free positions in JSS worth $120. Your daily income will have 
increased from the original $0.80 to double that at $1.60 a day.
On the other hand if you keep on re-investing your earnings then 
you can quickly increase your daily income to a steady $7.40 and 
you will have 4 free positions in JSS (worth $240) after 150 days.
This will be your income if you don't promote the system at all. 
Since the JSS-Tripler system will pay you a full 10% on each 
position bought by your referrals, plus a further 5% on their 
referrals' purchases, you stand to make a lot more money with this 
system when you promote it as well.
Below is a screen-shot of an account with JSS-Tripler that we 
created for my wife just a few days ago. (You can refer all your 
family and close friends as long as they each have their own 
AlertPay or SolidTrustPay account.)

This is an updated screen-shot of my wife's account. Above you can 
see that she was able to withdraw $244 already in her first month.



All free members are given a $10 loan for 45 days to test-drive the 
system. As you can see in the screen-shot my wife immediately 
bought 1 position with the free $10 and started to earn her 2% the 
next day.
As soon as she was able to fund her JSS account through her 
AlertPay she bought another 3 JSS-Tripler positions. By that time 
she had already earned more than a dollar and she only needed to 
transfer $29 to her JSS-Tripler account. Now she was earning $0.80 
each day and she could transfer $4 to her JSS account on January 
21. I showed her that if she upgraded her account in JSS then she 
would also earn commission when she refer people and they buy 
positions in JSS-Tripler.
Just 2 days later one of her friends decided to follow her lead and 
bought 3 positions plus the free position. She earned a dollar for 
each position her friend bought which showed immediately in her 
account.
My wife was convinced that even she can make money and since 
she already had $6 in her account she decided to transfer another 
$14 and then bought 2 more JSS-Tripler positions for a total of 6 
with a daily income of $1.20. 
Her friend told another friend about this system and gave her my 
wife's affiliate link. Suddenly my wife saw another 3 commission 
payments of $1 each from this second lady's purchase. Within 
another 3 days my wife will have enough money to buy yet another 
position which will increase her income to $1.40 per day.
This is not bad for a housewife with no knowledge about Internet 
Marketing and who never invested a single penny in her life except 
at the Mall. I am certain that this thing will quickly spread to all her 
friends and this will mean some serious commission for her. Maybe 
I can soon convince her to transfer some of this money she is 
earning into her own credit card. That would be a blessing and my 
bank account can then take a breather.
Jokes aside. Can you now see the power of this system? If you are 
still sceptical then read what this lady has to say about the system 
that Frederich Mann calls his JustBeenPaid system. Scroll down to 
read her testimony about the way her life was changed by 
JustBeenPaid and I don't want to hear any excuses from any able-
bodied person ever again. (Note: JSS-Tripler Launch date: 17th 
February, 2011).
 



My name is Tammy. I love JustBeenPaid! I am member a long 
time now. I am proud of it! I am disabled with cerebral palsy. It 
is hard for me to talk. I use a headpointer to type and work 
JustBeenPaid!

You've changed my life for good! JustBeenPaid! helps me to pay 
my bills and I don't have to worry to have some extra money. 
Thank you for JustBeenPaid!! And JSS-Tripler. I love JSS-

Tripler!!! I am making $353 a day! That's good money! I don't have any referrals. I just reinvest 
every day. If I can then anybody can do it!

Thank you very very much!!!! I am happy!!!! :)> I am doing a Jss-Tripler dance!!!!

-- Tammy J.

You can do what Tammy is doing or you can do what my wife is 
doing or you can follow my lead. Just look at what the top earners 
of JSS-Tripler have achieved in less than one year. Below is a 
screen-shot of the top 5 earners.

Here you can see that the #2 earner was nearly able to reach the 
income of the the top earner with only a 25% investment of what 
the top earner invested. The difference is that he or she was able to 
refer 317 more people than #1 who referred only 6 people. Just 
think what his income would be if #1 could refer 300+ people as 
well.

Now For My Offer To You
To promote a system is not easy if you have to compete against the 
404,000+ JustBeenPaid members and they increase at the rate of 
more than 6,000 a day. This is where most online marketers fail 
because they are trying to compete head-on with thousands of 
other affiliates trying to promote the same product or service.
The trick lies in having your own marketing system to promote your 
offers with. In 2008 on November 20 I launched my own system 



called CapturePros Affiliate Workshop. 
With this system you are not just able to build your own list of 
prospects but you also build your own active team of affiliates that 
will help you with your promotions. They will eagerly follow your 
lead because you will be able to show them how they can make 
passive money and then multiply it by referring others.
The biggest problem, except for the massive online competition 
online marketers have, is that they are unable to get their 
subscribers to take action. With JustBeenPaid it is so easy to show 
them how they can earn their first $10 online that they will take 
action. Even the laziest person will realize that they can earn more 
money by either re-investing their earnings and tell their friends 
about the easy way they found of making money online.
The real benefit of Frederick Mann's program is that anybody can 
use the system even if they have no experience or online skills. If 
you make use of my CapturePros Affiliate Workshop you don't 
even need your own website, capture pages or hosting to have 
success in promoting others. Everything is ready so that you can 
just promote a single link.
You even get access to the resources where you can get free 
targeted traffic. My system makes extensive use of several Safelists 
and other List Builders which you can use at no cost, and still get 
your message delivered to several thousand users each day.
Most of these Safelist users are online business owners who are 
looking for more exposure to what they have to offer. When you 
can offer them any real way in which they can get more traffic they 
are more than willing to join your system. Especially if you can offer 
it to them at no cost.
This is exactly what you can offer them with the CapturePros 
Affiliate Workshop marketing system. What better than a free 
affiliate program to build their own team of promoters? When you 
then give them a sure-fire way of earning some extra money within 
24 hours with JustBeenPaid, it is a done deal.

What CapturePros Affiliate Workshop Can Do For You

The best way to market anything online is to build your own list of 
prospects. You need to have your own capture page and access to 
an auto-responder service to do it effectively. You need the capture 
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page, with a unique gift, that will encourage your visitors to 
subscribe to your list, in exchange for the gift.
You need an auto-responder so that you can automatically follow-
up with your list members. This way they can get to know you and 
you can explain to them which benefits they will receive when they 
join your system. You can send them a copy of this report with your 
name on it and your affiliate links in it. This will encourage them to 
subscribe to your CapturePros Affiliate Workshop (CPAW for short).
Yes, you become my partner when you subscribe to CPAW and you 
can use it to build your own team of affiliates. There is no need to 
look for reliable hosting or even to create your own web pages. 
Everything has been done for you and you just have to fill in a few 
blanks and you have a full sales funnel with in-demand products 
and services already built-in.

Above is a schematic layout of how CapturePros Affiliate Workshop 
can help you to get referrals for JustBeenPaid without having to 
compete directly with anybody (except the less than 2,000 CPAW 
members). If you decide to take the GOLD upgrade then I'll even 
give your own unique capture pages so that you will not even have 
to compete with the other CPAW members.
Even as a FREE member you will be able to enter your affiliate link 



for JustBeenPaid as your MAIN OFFER in the CPAW Referral Builder. 
This will be the first offer that your new subscribers encounter and 
if they had read this report, then I have very little doubt that they 
will jump at the chance to earn some passive income as well.
That is exactly why I am not giving any direct link to JustBeenPaid 
in this report. You want your subscribers to sign up there through 
your link and not mine. To get easy access to this unique money 
getting system of Frederick Mann, you have to subscribe to 
CapturePros Affiliate Workshop now.
Just click on the link above and gain access at no cost today.
(If you are already a member of CPAW and you want to send this report to 
your subscribers, then this link above will be replaced with your affiliate link for 
CPAW. To get this done for you and to get your own unique capture pages, just 
make use of the OTO (one-time-offer) when you sign up for CPAW through the 
link above. Inside the system you can always upgrade at a later stage but then 
you will have to pay slightly more. 

The OTO for the PLATINUM level is a single payment of just $67 ($97 inside 
CPAW) and the OTO for the GOLD level stands at a low $11 per month ($17 
per month inside CPAW). Another benefit of taking an upgrade is the fact that 
you will earn a much higher commission when your referrals decide to take an 
upgrade in CPAW.

FREE members earn a commission of 25% while GOLD members take home 
double that amount with 50% commission. PLATINUM members break the 
bank with a massive 75% commission. All commission payments is done 
directly to your AlertPay or PayPal account. No waiting for your commission at 
all!

FREE members receive a direct payment of 1 in 4 upgrades and GOLD 
members receive every second upgrade. PLATINUM members will receive even 
more than poor me at 3 in 4 upgrades. I am more than happy with this deal 
because whenever you earn commission with any of the other income 
generators like JustBeenPaid, I'll receive my share as well. And so will you 
when your referrals earn a commission. This is the beauty of the whole system 
– we help each other to see results).

Special Offer for existing CPAW members:
If you upgrade today you can use this promo code: gold30free and receive 
access to the CPAW GOLD level for 30 days at no cost. Plus you will receive 
this re-branded report with your name on it and your affiliate links in it. It will 
even be hosted for you at no charge!

Use this link below to login to your CPAW back office immediately to claim your 
free access today – Just click [Upgrade Account]:

http://mattmare.ws/workshop/memberlogin.php
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Here at   CapturePros Affiliate Workshop   we have a saying that:  
“If you can't make money with CPAW then you don't want any...”
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